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AbSTrACT

The theories of social exchange, task-technology fit, and technology acceptance are utilized in a field 
study of software development methodologies. This investigation includes the effects of user experiences 
on perceptions of acceptance and usage of a methodology. More specifically, perceptions of the outputs 
and deliverables from a methodology and perceptions of challenges and obstacles to using and applying 
a methodology were found to significantly and positively influence perceived usefulness and negatively 
influence ease of use of a methodology, respectively, within a developer’s organization. Perceived usefulness 
was a positive and strong antecedent to perceptions of fit between the methodology and client problems, 
and the strengthening of efficacy beliefs about the methodology. [Article copies are available for purchase 
from InfoSci-on-Demand.com]
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INTrODUCTION

Over budget, delayed delivery, off-target 
functionality, poor quality, and lack of busi-
ness value are some of the phrases that have 

been used to describe software project misses 
or failures (Linberg, 1999; Venugopal, 2005; 
Wognum, Krabbendam, Buhl, Ma, & Kenett, 
2004). Many reasons have been attributed to 
project shortcomings, including inappropriate 
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management techniques (Pattit & Wilemon, 
2005), inconsistency between the development 
and deployment environments (MacCormack & 
Verganti, 2003), and questionable architectural 
choices (Maranzano et al, 2005). This article 
investigates another possible explanation for 
software project failures; namely, the devel-
oper’s ability or inability to apply a software 
development methodology (SDM), as well as 
his/her acceptance of an organization’s SDM 
toward the solution of client problems.

The motivation for this investigation stems 
from challenges encountered when collaborat-
ing and consulting with information technology 
(IT) professionals and attempting to apply 
methodologies to projects that have ranged 
from brainstorming or requirements-only to 
full scale implementations. Prior research has 
shown that an organization may use different 
SDM’s in an attempt to improve productivity 
and reduce costs, sometimes on a per project 
basis, but this strategy may result in developer 
dissatisfaction (Avison & Fitzgerald, 2003; 
Fitzgerald, 1998). Methods such as extreme 
programming (XP) or paired programming 
teams have evolved to address some of these 
issues (McCormick, 2001). These methods 
require developers to work more closely (i.e., 
in pairs) and incrementally (McCormick, 2001), 
changing the nature of the development team 
by decreasing team size while at the same time 
increasing communication within and across 
teams in order to ensure that more than one 
individual has full knowledge of the solution 
strategy.

The focus of this article is to view a meth-
odology as a technology that can be accepted or 
rejected, similar in principle to how users can 
accept, reject, or adopt information systems (Da-
vis, 1993; Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis, 
2003). This perspective builds on the work of 
Riemenschneider and colleagues (Hardgrave, 
Davis, & Riemenschneider, 2003; Riemensch-
neider & Hardgrave, 2001; Riemenschneider, 
Hardgrave, & Davis, 2002) that broadened 
the scope of the technology acceptance model 
(TAM; Davis, 1986) by applying TAM to study 
the ease-of-use and usefulness of software 

development processes and methods. This 
article extends prior work in three ways: first, 
by presenting and testing a new antecedent of 
TAM related to a developer’s perceptions of the 
challenges and obstacles when using a meth-
odology; second, by investigating developer 
perceptions of task-technology fit between the 
methodology and typical client problems; and 
third, by assessing a developer’s efficacy of 
using a methodology to solve client problems 
within an organization. The investigation 
proceeds with a review of relevant literature; 
presentation of the background theories and 
model for the research; details of the data 
sample and sampling procedure; analysis of the 
constructs; and, finally, model testing, results, 
and discussion.

THEOrY DEVELOPMENT

Definition

Various terms are used to denote the processes 
in which software is developed in organizations, 
including, among others, method, methodology, 
software development process, software devel-
opment methodology, software methodology, 
software process, software life cycle, systems 
development life cycle, systems life cycle, and 
application development methodology (Anony-
mous, 2008; Riemenschneider & Hardgrave, 
2001; Riemenschneider et al., 2002; Wikipedia, 
2007). This article will treat these terms as 
synonymous and refer to them using the term 
methodology as identified and defined as a 
“comprehensive guide to developing a system” 
by Riemenschneider et al. (2002, p. 1136).

Literature review

Limited studies have addressed the factors that 
influence software developer use of methodolo-
gies (Riemenschneider & Hardgrave, 2001). 
Of the various factors that have been studied, 
Roberts and colleagues (Roberts, Gibson, & 
Fields, 1997; Roberts, Leigh, Purvis, & Par-
zinger, 2001) identified five perceptions that can 
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